Future Advances in Robotic Dentistry

Abstract
Robotics is a next generation technology which opened new pathways for it to expand and explore the various areas of dentistry and it also helps in fulfilling tasks which is difficult for the dental clinician to achieve. Dental robots have various uses like teaching dental students, endo micro robot, arch wire bending and dental Implantology. This focused review aims at application of robotics in various specializations in dentistry.

Introduction
Robotics is that branch of technology which specializes in designing, construction, operation and application of robots as well as the computer systems for its control, sensory feedback and processing the information. It was introduced by writer Isaac Asimov in his science fiction book named I Robot which was published in 1950. According to the robot institute of America a robot is defined as “a reprogrammable , multifunctional manipulator designed to move materials, parts, tools or specialized devices through various programmed motions for the performance of a variety of tasks” [1].

Robots in dental field
Dental patient robots: The concept of dental patient robot currently called as phantom heads, which consist of simple functional cephalic region and arrangement of teeth were found out to be much different from actual patients. This concept of dental patient robots was initiated in Japan.

Show hanako: In the capital of Japan, Showa University mingled with the robotics company named TMSK in order to manufacture a realistic robot which behaved exactly like a human in its gestures and responses which helped the dental students to learn in a better way [2].

Geminoid DK: It is the first robot in a series based on personalities outside Japan. These robots are called geminoids and are remote controlled with advanced motion capture technology allowing the machine to copy the facial expressions and the various head motions [3].

Simroid: This robot was developed at The Nippon Dental University Kokoro and is used to train dentists. It is an upgrade to simuroid a less efficient robot which was developed in 2007. This robot is developed in order to provide an emotional feedback to dentists especially pain and discomfort, also responds and reacts to questions and commands and finally rating and evaluating their treatment [4].

Endo micro robot
It was developed to reduce human error and increase the quality of endodontic treatment. It aims at developing a technique which assesses the tooth conditioning using the art of computer graphics and tooth models, computer aided procedure planning, designing and building a smart multipurpose micro machine to perform machine controlled root canal treatment and finally an ultrasonic cleaning device which helps in waste removal [5,6]. This endo-micro robot basically consists of a micro position and orientation adjustment device, an automatic feed rate and travel distance controller, micro sensors and apex sensors with flexible drills and vacuum attachments [7].

Surgical robots
The intervention of robotics into surgery has allowed surgeons to create a new kind of environment in the operating room. Oral and maxillofacial surgery has a new kind of surgical robot which is programmed beforehand in order to perform the various functions in the operation theatre and also interact with the surgeon [8-10].

Sensor equipped implant setup
Recently this new system of computer assisted surgery for implants has been developed consisting of pre operative and intra operative stage. In the preoperative stage it uses the 3D views obtained from the raw images of the patient before surgery followed by the intra operative stage in which it shows the 3D orientation of surgical instrument position and trajectories which are displayed on the monitor within a patient’s 3D imaging data. A vigorous and highly precise tracking system is the main parameter in navigation system. In order to check the position of the patient and the movement of the surgical instruments an infrared based surgical marker emitter is designed in various patterns [11,12].

Robotic dental drill
It is a new advancement which is developed by tactile technologies and consists of immobilizing the jaw of the patient and suspending thin needles which will penetrate the gum and determine the location of the bone. This whole unit is connected with a wireless connection to a PC and joins with the CT scan data thereby producing a set of drill guides which once activated is self directing and can be altered by the clinician as per the requirement [13].
Tooth arrangement robot

It is a single manipulator system which is used for the manufacturing of complete dentures. It was developed using 6 degree of freedom CRS robot and produced in Canada [14-16]. The various functions of this software are to choose and create medical history files of the patient followed by drawing a jaw arch and dental arch curves and finally according to the jaw arch parameters adjust the dental arch curve. It also displays the 3D virtual dentitions on the screen with a careful observational environment and aids in modification of the individual tooth posture. Its functions are to adjust the tooth arrangement initial position for the robot, create control data profile and control the robot for tooth arrangement operations. This robot system was used in the manufacture of upper and lower complete dentures. This scheme of tooth arrangement multifinger hand is designed based on MOTOMAN UP6 robot. These hands consist of three fingers for working in the three degrees of freedom and thus are able to achieve the tooth arrangement necessities theoretically. There are around 14 individual manipulators on the dental arch curve. This manipulator assist every tooth by tooth arrangement helper and supplies the controls with six degrees of freedom to modify each tooth for its position along X, Y, Z, lingual, rotation and near-far medium directions. The manufacturing of complete dentures takes only 30 minutes using this robot system and the precession and accuracy of each robotic system is measured [17].

Dental implantology robot

This system mimics the mandibular movements and occlusal contact forces in order to make it possible for various implant designs and procedures to be tested and evaluated before animal testing or clinical human trials. This technology of robot implant denture from preplanning to splint drilling was established by Ecole des Mines de Paris in France, and Umea Universities in Sweden. This method consists of forming pre programmed software which is used to work with CT scanner data. Now a 3D model of the patients jaw is made, implant fixtures are placed and an accurate robot is then used to drill a jaw split in the predetermined locations in order to make a surgical guide. This robot has three translations and two rotations [18,19]. Another system using the ABB IRB2400/490 robot is brought about by University of Coimbra in Portugal. This system is well equipped and includes industrial robot manipulator, a data acquisition board, strain gauges and a torque sensor. It performs the implant drilling and applies pressure on the gathered implants to mimic mastication process [20]. An implant surgery system built by the University of Coimbra in Portugal. This system mimics the mandibular movements and occlusal contact forces. One of the devices is the two-fingered hand which is based on the MOTOMAN UP6 robot. The two-fingered hand is composed of an industrial robot manipulator, a data acquisition board, strain gauges and a torque sensor. It performs the implant drilling and applies pressure on the gathered implants to mimic mastication process [20]. This manipulator consists of 3 degrees of freedom and is used to perform surgical tasks such as drilling and applying pressure on the gathered implants to mimic mastication process [20].

Orthodontic arch wire bending robots

This technology for automatically bending orthodontic wires was devices by Werner Butscher. The bending apparatus is known as Suresmile arch wire bending robot [23]. It is an all new imaging system which uses 3D imaging and computer techniques for diagnosis and treatment planning and also the application of CAD CAM improves efficiency and quality of work [24,25]. The various devices like lingual arch wire manufacturing and design aid (LAMDA) have been established by Gilbert. It has movement only in XY plane [26]. Another type of arch wire bending robot is based on MOTOMAN UP6 is composed of PC and arch wire bending actuator. This connects with the MOTOMAN robot end and is used to stabilize and bend the arch wire [27,28]. The various other things analyzed by this robot include the position, angle of optimization of the arch wire, the kinematics and bending properties [29-35]. Cartesian type is another type of arch wire bending robot which consists of base, rotary, feed and supporting structure of arch wire bending die and bending mechanism [36,37].

Conclusion

The intervention of robotics in the field of dentistry can offer improved and precise treatment with good quality of work in a less amount of time. It can alter the dental health of the people and will be much safer. With the emerging new technologies the future of dentistry is uncertain and our matter of concern lies in the fact that the technology should be acceptable by the people and we as clinicians are able to use this technology in our daily teaching and clinical practice.
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